
West High students share their 
New Year’s resolutions for 2019

“My New Year’s resolution is 
to focus on myself and self-
care. I haven’t been doing 
it a lot, and I really think 

that’s important.”  
-Carrie Harper ’19
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FEB. 22, 2019 “My New Year’s resolution this year is just a word; it’s 

adventure. Last year it was commit. I pick a word for the year 
instead of a resolution because it’s more positive and it’s easier 

to stick with throughout the year because I can apply it to 
anything I do. I picked adventure because, especially with going to 

college, I want to step out of my box and try new things.” 
-Hannah Cantrell ’19

“Probably to become a lot 
more organized than I am 
right now. A lot of my stuff 
is jumbled around, and I just 
waste a lot of time trying 

to find stuff, and I even lose 
stuff sometimes. Being more 
organized is gonna help save 
me time and overall just look 
better with a lot of the stuff 
I do everyday. There’s been 
a lot of times that I lose 

homework  because I’m a 
messy person in general, and I 
kinda panic and have to do it 
during passing time if I lose or 

forget where it was.” 
-Bivan Shrestha ’22

“Stop procrastinating because 
throwing something together last 
minute is never good and you 
don’t see the results you would 

have hoped. Also when we 
procrastinate we are allowing 

ourselves short term gratification 
rather than thinking of what’s best 
for ourselves in the long run.” 

-Ryan Cooper  ’19

NEW YEAR
NEW ME?

“My New Year’s resolution 
is to show people the 
greatness of conservatism, 
and Trump is actually a 
good thing and not a bad 
thing. [Also to] maybe gain 
some more weight.” 
-Gary Chen ’22
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